
HANDOUT 2 ASSIGNMENT 2 COURSE: CPS260/BSGT204

Due Date: Oct 17, 2003

Problem 1: The diameter of a tree is the maximum distance between any of its two nodes. De-
scribe a fast algorithm for computing the diameter of a tree. Analyze the running time of your
algorithm.

Note. There exists a linear-time algorithm for computing the diameter of a tree.

Problem 2: Consider the following two DNA sequences: AAGTACT and AAGGT. For this problem,
let us use the following similarity scoring system:

� A single match scores
���

� A single mismatch scores ���
� A single space scores ��� (linear gap cost)

In each of the subproblems below, you should show the appropriate alignment matrix (including
traceback pointers) and then indicate explicitly the optimal alignment that results.

LINEAR GAP GLOBAL ALIGNMENT. Compute the alignment matrix using the linear gap global
alignment algorithm. Indicate what is the optimal alignment. If there is more than one optimal
alignment indicate the set of optimal alignments.

LINEAR GAP LOCAL ALIGNMENT. What alignment(s) would result if we were instead looking for
the optimal local alignment?

LINEAR GAP GLOBAL ALIGNMENT. What would be the change in the global alignment if we
changed the score of a space to �
	�� ?

Problem 3: [Linear-space alignment] In class we discussed a linear-space divide-and-conquer al-
gorithm to determine the optimal alignment using a linear gap cost.

(i) Extend this technique to handle an affine gap cost. Analyze your algorithm for space and time
efficiency. The recursion boundary cases ���� and ����	 are also a bit tricky and need to
be handled separately.

(ii) Now extend your linear space solution above to find the set of local alignments whose score
exceeds some threshold � .

Problem4: [Longest monotone subsequence] Let ����������� �!��"#"#"#���%$ be a sequence. &'��� (*)����%(,+-��"#"#"#���%(,.
is a subsequence of � if / �10 / �20 "#"#" 0 /43 . & is monotonically increasing (resp. decreasing) if
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�%(*) 0 � (#+ 0 "#"#" 0 �%(,. (resp � (*) � �%(,+ � "#"#" � �%(,. ). For example, let � �
�
	 	!� � ���!� ��� ��� ���!� � 	 � � � �
	 .

Then
� � ��� ��� � 	�� ��� ��	 is a monotonically increasing subsequence of � .

Given a permutation of � 	� �� , show that there exists a monotonically increasing subsequence
of length at least �  or a monotonically decreasing subsequence of length at least �  . Describe an���  ��� algorithm for computing a longest monotonically increasing subsequence.

[Extra Credit.] Improve the running time of the algorithm to
��� ������  � .

Problem 5: [Sparse mismatches] Let & and � be two sequences, each of length  . Suppose there
exists an alignment of & and � with at most � mismatches (including gaps). Show that such an
alignment can be computed in

��� �  � time.

(Hint: Show that it suffices to compute
��� �  � entries of the dynamic-programming table.)
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